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A B S T R A C T 

We analysed 14 observations with kilohertz quasi-periodic oscillations (kHz QPOs) of the neutron star X-ray binary XTE 

J1701 −462, the first source to show a clear transition between atoll and Z-like behaviour during a single outburst. We calculated 

the average cross-spectrum of both atoll and Z-phase observations of XTE J1701 −462 between a reference-hard band (6.1–
25.7 keV) and a subject-soft band (2.1–5.7 keV) to obtain, using a no v el technique, the average time lags of the lower and 

upper kHz QPOs. During the atoll phase, we found that at the frequency of the lower kHz QPO the soft photons lag behind the 
hard ones by 18 ± 8 μs, whereas during the Z phase the lags are 33 ± 35 μs, consistent with zero. This difference in the lags 
of both phases suggests that in XTE J1701 −462, as observed in other sources, the lags decrease with increasing luminosity. 
We found that for both the atoll and Z-phase observations the fractional rms amplitude increases with energy up to ∼10 keV 

and remains more or less constant at higher energies. Since these changes in the variability of XTE J1701 −462 occur within 

the same outburst, properties like the mass of the neutron star or the inclination of the system cannot be responsible for the 
differences in the timing properties of the kHz QPOs in the atoll and Z phase. Here, we suggest that these differences are driven 

by a Comptonizing component or corona, possibly oscillating in a coupled mode with the innermost regions of the accretion 

disc. 

Key words: accretion, accretion discs – stars: neutron – X-rays: binaries – X-rays: individual: XTE J1701 −462. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

ilohertz quasi-periodic oscillations (kHz QPOs), fast and highly
oherent variability in the emission of a source, have been detected
n neutron star low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) since the first
Hz QPO was observed in 1996 (Strohmayer et al. 1996 ; van der
lis et al. 1996 ). Among the different types of variability observed

n the emission of neutron star LMXBs (see van der Klis 2004 ,
or a re vie w), kHz QPOs have the highest frequency in the power
ensity spectra (PDS), with central frequencies spanning from 250
o 1200 Hz (M ́endez & Belloni 2021 ). 

QPOs in the emission of neutron star LMXBs are characterized by
hree basic parameters: their central frequency, νcentral , their quality
actor, Q = νcentral /FWHM, where FWHM is the full width at half-
aximum of the power of the QPO (see Belloni, Psaltis & van der
lis 2002 ), and their fractional rms amplitude, rms . Usually kHz
POs appear in pairs in the PDS and are called, respectively, upper

nd lower kHz QPOs, according to their relative Fourier frequency. 
Studying the phenomena behind kHz QPOs has remained of great

nterest due to the tight relation between the short time-scales of
he variability and the dynamical time-scales of the inner accretion
ow close to neutron stars (Stella, Vietri & Morsink 1999 ; Psaltis &
orman 2000 ; Psaltis 2001 ). Understanding the nature of kHz QPOs,

nd the mechanism that produces them, can potentially shed light on
 E-mail: v.peirano@astro.rug.nl 
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o the physics of neutron stars and the study of environments under
he influence of their strong gravity (see e.g. Miller, Lamb & Cook
998b ; van der Klis 2005 ; Psaltis 2008 ). 
Multiple models have been proposed to explain the characteristics

f kHz QPOs, ho we ver, none of them can represent all of the QPO
roperties simultaneously in a consistent way. Dynamical models
hat specifically try to explain the Fourier frequencies of kHz QPOs
nd relations among them are, for example: kHz QPOs as Keplerian
scillators under the influence of a rotating frame of reference
Osherovich & Titarchuk 1999 ; Titarchuk 2003 ), the sonic-point
eat-frequency model (Miller, Lamb & Psaltis 1998a ; Lamb &
iller 2003 ), kHz QPOs as resonances between the orbital and radial

picyclic relativistic frequencies in the accretion disc (Kluzniak &
bramowicz 2001 ), and the relativistic precession model (Stella &
ietri 1997 ). Deeper studies of spectral-timing properties of kHz
POs can provide a more complete picture of the phenomena that
roduce the variability and its nature. For instance, by studying the
orrelation between the emission in different energy ranges using
igher order Fourier techniques like the cross-spectrum, it is possible
o constrain the emission processes involved in the variability (see
ttley et al. 2014 , for a re vie w of Fourier spectral timing techniques).
Energy-dependent time lags are among these higher order timing

roducts used to study the X-ray variability in LMXBs. The time
ags of kHz QPOs were first studied by Vaughan et al. ( 1997 ) and
aaret et al. ( 1999 ). Both groups found that, at the frequency of the

ower kHz QPOs in 4U 1608 −52 and 4U 1636 −53, respectively, the
oft X-ray photons consistently lag behind the hard X-ray photons
© The Author(s) 2022. 
ty. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative 
ch permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 

provided the original work is properly cited. 
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y around 25 μs. 1 Since then, spectral-timing studies have been 
erformed on other LMXBs to measure lags more precisely, finding 
oft lags at the frequency of the lower kHz QPO (see e.g. Barret
013 ; de Avellar et al. 2013 ; Troyer & Cackett 2017 ) and lags that
re consistent with zero or slightly hard at the frequency of the upper
Hz QPO (see e.g. de Avellar et al. 2013 , 2016 ; Peille, Barret &
ttley 2015 ; Troyer et al. 2018 , for studies of the lags of both kHz
POs). The nature of the lags between the soft and hard X-ray bands

t the QPO frequencies is still a subject of debate, with no clear
nterpretation of the phenomena causing them and their relation to 
he physics of the source. 

For a long time, Comptonization has been considered to be 
he source of the hard X-ray component in the spectra of X-ray
inaries (Thorne & Price 1975 ; Shapiro, Lightman & Eardley 1976 ;
unyaev & Titarchuk 1980 ), and the interaction of soft photons with

he Comptonizing region, or corona, to be a potential mechanism 

esponsible for the observed time lags (Lee & Miller 1998 ). In
rinciple, inverse Compton scattering leads to hard lags, since the 
ost energetic photons are the ones that suffered the most number 

f scatterings and are therefore the ones that emerge last from
he system. Soft lags are explained in Comptonization models by 
onsidering an oscillation in the temperature of the source of the 
oft photons produced through feedback by an oscillation in the 
emperature of the corona, with a fraction of the Comptonized pho- 
ons returning to the soft photon source. This effect will ultimately 
elay the soft photons with respect to the hard photons, producing 
he lag that we observe (Lee, Misra & Taam 2001 ). Self-consistent

odels that consider the changes in temperature of the corona and 
he aforementioned feedback on to the soft photons source have been 
ubsequently proposed, and are capable of explaining the energy- 
ependent fractional rms amplitude and time lags (Kumar & Misra 
014 , 2016 ; Karpouzas et al. 2020 ). 
Neutron star LMXBs, where kHz QPOs appear, are generally 

ivided into two classes: Atoll and Z sources (Hasinger & van der
lis 1989 ), depending on the path that the LMXB traces in the

olour–colour diagram (CCD). The differences in the evolution of a 
ource in the CCD are believed to be related to the mass accretion
ate on to the neutron star and to the geometry of the accretion flow
M ́endez et al. 1999 ; Done, Gierli ́nski & Kubota 2007 ). Until 2006,
ith the disco v ery of XTE J1701 −462 (Remillard et al. 2006 ), it was

onsidered that atoll and Z sources were two types of intrinsically 
ifferent neutron star systems, with different spectral and timing 
ehaviour (v an Straaten, v an der Klis & M ́endez 2003 ; Reig, van
traaten & van der Klis 2004 ). Ho we ver, XTE J1701 −462 sho wed
oth atoll-like and Z-like behaviour during one single outburst 
Homan et al. 2007 ; Lin, Remillard & Homan 2009a ; Homan et al.
010 ) becoming the first observed system to display a clear transition
etween the two classes. Sanna et al. ( 2010 ) studied the properties
f the kHz QPOs in both phases of XTE J1701 −462, and found that
he quality factor and the fractional rms amplitude of both the lower
nd the upper kHz QPOs are consistently higher, at a given QPO
requency, in the atoll than in the Z phase (see also Barret, Bachetti &

iller 2011 ). Sanna et al. ( 2010 ) proposed that the spectral properties
f XTE J1701 −462 suggest that many of the intrinsic differences 
elieved to exist between atoll and Z sources (e.g. magnetic field 
r inclination) cannot explain the differences observed in the timing 
roperties of kHz QPOs in both phases. 
 When the soft photons lag behind the hard ones, the lags are called soft. 
hen the hard photons are the ones lagging behind the soft ones, the lags are 

alled hard. 

2

T
o  
The behaviour of the lag of the lower kHz QPO in atoll sources has
ndeed been observed to depend on energy in LMXBs, as suggested
y the Comptonization with feedback model, becoming softer with 
ncreasing energy (see e.g. Troyer et al. 2018 ). Peirano & M ́endez
 2021 ) studied eight atoll LMXBs and found that the slopes of
he best-fitting linear model to the time-lag spectrum and the total
ms amplitude of the lower kHz QPO exponentially decrease with 
ncreasing luminosity of the source, suggesting that the mechanism 

esponsible for the lower kHz QPO depends on the properties of the
orona. Peirano & M ́endez ( 2021 ) also found that for the upper kHz
PO the slope of the time-lag spectrum is consistent with zero for all

ources, concluding that the upper kHz QPOs have a different origin
o the lower kHz QPOs (see e.g. de Avellar et al. 2013 ; Peille et al.
015 ). The transient source XTE J1701 −462 offers an unprecedented 
erspective if studied in a similar way, considering that during the
ransition from Z-like to atoll-like behaviour, XTE J1701 −462 also 
xperimented a significant change in luminosity (Sanna et al. 2010 ).

To date, no study of the energy-dependent lags and their depen-
ence on luminosity has been performed for XTE J1701 −462. In
his paper, we combine previous studies of this source and other atoll
MXBs, with an analysis of the spectral-timing properties of the kHz
POs observed during the 2006 −2007 outburst of XTE J1701 −462.
e study and compare the energy dependence of the fractional rms

mplitude, intrinsic coherence and lags at the frequency of the kHz
POs in the atoll and Z phases of the outburst of XTE J1701 −462.
e also study the dependence of the average lags on the luminosity

f the source, putting this result into context with the behaviour
bserved in other LMXBs. In Section 2 , we describe the observations
nd the methods used in the analysis of the data, in Section 3 we show
he results of such analysis, and in Section 4 we discuss the scientific
mplications of these results. 

 OBSERVATI ONS  A N D  DATA  ANALYSI S  

.1 Obser v ations 

here are 866 observations in the public archive of the Rossi X-ray
iming Explorer ( RXTE ; Bradt, Rothschild & Swank 1993 ) of the
ource XTE J1701 −462 collected using the Proportional Counter 
rray (PCA; Jahoda et al. 2006 ). From these observations here,
e studied the 14 observations that have kHz QPOs in their power

pectra. We selected these observations using the criteria described 
n Sanna et al. ( 2010 ). 

Following Homan et al. ( 2010 ), we considered that XTE
1701 −462 was in the Z phase of the outburst from the first time
t was observed (Remillard et al. 2006 ) in 2006 January, until 2007
pril. After this date, and until the source went into the quiescent
hase, we considered XTE J1701 −462 to be in the atoll phase of the
utburst. Following this criterion, there are six observations in the 
 phase of the source (ObsIDs: 93703-01-02-04, 93703-01-02-05, 
3703-01-02-08, 93703-01-02-11, 93703-01-03-00, and 93703-01- 
3-02) and eight observations in the atoll phase (ObsIDs: 91442-01- 
7-09, 92405-01-01-02, 92405-01-01-04, 92405-01-02-03, 92405- 
1-02-05, 92405-01-03-05, 92405-01-40-04, and 92405-01-40-05) 
hat show kHz QPOs. Hereafter, we will refer to the observations
uring the Z phase of XTE J1701 −462 as Z observations, and to the
bservations during the atoll phase as atoll observations. 

.2 Fourier timing analysis 

o study the kHz QPOs we computed Leahy-normalized PDS 

f each observation, using event-mode data with at least 250 μs
MNRAS 513, 2804–2813 (2022) 
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Figure 1. Top panel: PDS of the observations 91442-01-07-09 and 92405- 
01-02-03 of XTE J1701 −462 during its Z phase. The fitted Lorentzian 
function to the kHz QPO is shown in red on top of the histogram. Second 
and third panels: Real and imaginary parts of the cross-spectrum of the two 
Z observations. The red solid line shows the joint best-fitting Lorentzian 
functions. Fourth and fifth panels: Phase lag and intrinsic coherence as a 
function of Fourier frequency. In the fourth panel, the grey solid line indicates 
zero phase lag. In the fifth panel, the grey solid lines indicate coherence equal 
to one (perfect coherence between signals) and equal to zero (completely 
incoherent signals). 
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ime resolution, co v ering the full energy range of the instrument
nominally 2 −60 keV). For some Z observ ations, e vent-mode data
ere not available for the entire energy range; in these cases, we
sed a combination of event-mode data and binned data co v ering the
ull PCA band. For each observation, we calculated PDS every 16-s
ata segments, yielding a frequency range from 0.0625 to 2048 Hz.
inally, we averaged all the 16-s PDS to produce a single PDS per
bservation. 
A multi-Lorentzian model plus a constant accounting for the

oisson level has been consistently used to describe the shape of the
DS of LMXBs (e.g. Nowak 2000 ; Belloni et al. 2002 ; Pottschmidt
t al. 2003 ; Ribeiro et al. 2017 ). This model describes well the
hape of the variability present in different types of sources, but is
ndependent of the underlying physics that cause them, making it
pecially fit to compare the variability behaviour without making
ssumptions about the nature of the mechanism that produces the
scillations. The different components of the variability in the PDS
an be labelled considering the strength, width and central frequency
f the Lorentzian functions used to fit them (e.g. van Straaten et al.
002 ). We used the convention L � and L u to label the lower and upper
Hz QPOs, respectiv ely. F or a more detailed re vie w of dif ferent kinds
f variability observed in X-ray binaries, see van der Klis ( 2004 ). 
We used a Lorentzian model with one or two Lorentzian functions

lus a constant to fit and characterize the kHz QPOs in the PDS of
bservations in both the atoll and Z phase of XTE J1701 −462. For
he atoll observations, we fitted the PDS between 600 and 900 Hz,
ebinning the data by a factor of 64; and for the Z observations, we
tted the PDS between 400 and 1200 Hz, rebinning the data by a
actor of 128. Since we observed only one kHz QPO during the atoll
hase, which Sanna et al. ( 2010 ) identified as the lower kHz QPO,
e used only one Lorentzian function to characterize it during the
t. In the Z phase we observed two simultaneous kHz QPOs, from
hich we identified the one at the lowest central frequency as the

ower kHz QPO and the one at the highest central frequency as the
pper kHz QPO. For the Z observations, we used two Lorentzian
unctions to describe each kHz QPO during the fit. Inspection of the
DS of observations in both the atoll and Z phases showed that the

ower kHz QPOs has a higher quality factor in the atoll phase than
n the Z phase, confirming the results of Sanna et al. ( 2010 ). 

We found that, in the PDS of the atoll observations, the central
requency of the lower kHz QPOs varies considerably throughout the
ength of one entire observation. To trace these changes in central
requency, we constructed dynamical power spectra of the atoll
bservations using 16-s segments PDS and assigning a unique L � 

entral frequency to each segment. When necessary, we combined
ultiple contiguous 16-s PDS until it was possible to identify a

nique central frequency value for those segments combined. Using
hese central frequencies, we split every PDS into eight different
requency selections, with limits in frequency listed in T able 4 . W e
hift-and-added (M ́endez et al. 1998 ) together every 16-s PDS of each
requency selection into one unique PDS, shifting the kHz QPOs to
 frequency in the centre of the corresponding frequency selection. 

In contrast, when analysing the PDS of the Z observations, because
he QPOs are weaker and broader than in the atoll phase, it is not
ossible to significantly detect changes in the central frequency
f the kHz QPOs within the length of a single observation. For
his reason, we analysed the PDS of every full observation during
he Z phase separately (see Table 3 ). In Figs 1 and 2 , we show
xamples of the PDS from two Z observations (91442-01-07-09,
ith a more significant lower kHz QPO, and 92405-01-02-03, with
 more significant upper kHz QPO) and the PDS of the 830 −840 Hz
requency selection of the atoll observations. 
NRAS 513, 2804–2813 (2022) 
To calculate the average cross-spectra, G = Re[G] + i Im[G], we
omputed comple x F ourier transforms for both the atoll frequency
elections and the Z observations in two different bands: a reference
hard) band and a subject (soft) band (see Table 1 for the limits in
XTE channels and equi v alent energy of the bands that correspond to

he Epoch 5 of the instrument, as all our observations were performed
owards the end of the RXTE mission). Equivalently to the atoll PDS
rocedure described in the previous paragraph, we calculated the atoll
omple x F ourier transforms of each frequency selection in Table 4
hift-and-adding (using the already defined central frequencies) 16-
 segments with a time resolution of 250 μs, and a minimum and
aximum F ourier frequenc y of 0.0625 and 2048 Hz, respectively.
xamples of real and imaginary parts of these averaged cross-spectra
re shown in the second and third panels of Figs 1 and 2 , for the atoll
nd Z phase, respectively. The errors reported for both the real and
maginary parts of the cross-spectra are given by equation (13) in
ngram ( 2019 ). 

Using these averaged cross-spectra and following the procedure
n Nowak et al. ( 1999 ), we calculated the phase lag and intrinsic

art/stac1071_f1.eps
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Figure 2. Top panel: Shifted-and-added PDS of XTE J1701 −462 during its 
atoll phase, for the observations where the frequency of the lower kHz QPO 

was between 830 and 840 Hz. Second and third panels: Real and imaginary 
parts of the cross-spectrum of the atoll frequency selection. The red solid 
line shows the joint best-fitting Lorentzian function. Fourth and fifth panels: 
Phase lag and intrinsic coherence as a function of F ourier frequenc y. In the 
fourth panel, the grey solid line indicates zero phase lag. In the fifth panel, the 
grey solid lines indicate coherence equal to one (perfect coherence between 
signals) and equal to zero (completely incoherent signals). 

Table 1. Energy bands and channel ranges for the cross-spectra, time/phase 
lags, and intrinsic coherence computations. The energy-channel conversion 
corresponds to the Epoch 5 of the instrument. 

Band Channel range Energy range 
(keV) 

Reference H 14–61 6.1–25.7 
Subject S 0–13 2.1–5.7 
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oherence as a function of the Fourier frequency for each phase 
bottom panels in Figs 1 and 2 ). Considering that we use the hard
and as the reference band, positi ve v alues of the lags represent the
oft photons lagging the hard ones, while ne gativ e values represent
ard photons arriving after the soft ones. 

.3 Average phase lag of the kHz QPOs 

o calculate the time and phase lags of kHz QPOs it is common to
elect a frequency range (using, for example, the FWHM as criterion) 
nd average the frequency-dependent real and imaginary parts of the 
ross-spectrum of an observation o v er this frequenc y range (see e.g.
e Avellar et al. 2013 ; Troyer et al. 2018 ). This approach gives an
ccurate enough value when the lag is significant enough in the
ross-spectrum, which is the case for the lower kHz QPO in the
toll observations of XTE J1701 −462, but it can be a limitation
hen studying the Z observations, where the kHz QPOs are less

ignificant and frequency-dependent lags are consistent with zero. 
In this paper, we applied a no v el technique to calculate the

verage lags of the lower and upper kHz QPOs of XTE J1701 −462,
onsidering the entire region in the PDS where the QPO is present.
e computed the average lag of the kHz QPOs directly from a

oint multi-Lorentzian fit to the real and imaginary parts of the cross-
pectra of each phase, calculated as described in Section 2.2 . For the Z
hase, we jointly fitted the cross-spectra from all Z observations (both
inked and separately) fixing the values of the central frequency and
he FWHM to the corresponding best-fitting parameters that describe 
he kHz QPOs in the Z-phase PDS (see Table 3 ). To directly obtain
he average lags from the fit, we allowed the normalization of the
eal part and the phase lag to vary and computing the normalization
f the imaginary part as Im[G] = Re[G]tan ( �φ). This procedure is
ustified because the power in the full band is equal to the sum of
he square of the real and imaginary parts of the Fourier transform
f the full band light curve, and the signals in the two bands used to
alculate the cross-spectrum are highly correlated in the frequency 
ange of the QPOs. Because this method assumes that the lags in the
requenc y range o v er which the QPO is significant are constant, our
rocedure takes the full QPO profile to measure the lags. 
For the Z observations 91442-01-07-09 and 92405-01-01-02, we 

nly included the lower kHz QPO in the fit, as the upper kHz QPO
s not significant in the PDS. Similarly, for the observation 92405-
1-01-04 we considered only the upper kHz QPO in the fit, as the
ower kHz QPO is not significant in the PDS (see Sanna et al. 2010 ).
or the atoll phase, we followed a similar procedure to the one of the
 phase, but we used the cross-spectra of each frequency selection,

nstead of the individual atoll observations, and the corresponding 
est-fitting parameters to the PDS (see Table 4 ) to perform the joint
t of the real and imaginary parts of the cross-spectra. 
In all the fits, we considered the so-called channel cross-talk 

see section 2.4.2 in Le win, v an Paradijs & van der Klis 1988 ),
 consequence of deadtime producing correlation between energy 
hannels, by adding a constant function to the multi-Lorentzian 
odel, that varies independently while fitting both the real and 

maginary parts of the cross-spectrum. We find that the constant 
omponent of the imaginary part is consistent with zero for all fits,
hich is as expected since the channel cross-talk only contributes to

he real part of the cross-spectrum. 
The technique we used in this paper makes the lag comparison

etween the atoll and Z phases of XTE J1701 −462 consistent,
 v oiding bias by selecting an arbitrary frequency range in the cross-
pectrum related to the FWHM of the QPO, given that the FWHM of
he QPO in Z and atoll phases is significantly different (Sanna et al.
010 ). 

.4 Energy-dependent rms 

dditionally, we calculated the PDS of both atoll and Z observations
or a set of energy ranges in order to study the fractional rms spectrum
f the QPO. We selected the energy ranges to be as close as possible
o the ones used in Ribeiro et al. ( 2019 ), where they defined the
hannel limits considering the drift in energy-to-channel relation 
f the ranges used in de Avellar et al. ( 2016 ). While for the atoll
MNRAS 513, 2804–2813 (2022) 
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Table 2. Energy and channel equi v alent ranges of the bands used in the 
calculation of the fractional rms amplitude. These ranges were selected to be 
as close as possible to the ones defined by Ribeiro et al. ( 2019 ). The energies 
correspond to the Epoch 5 of the instrument. 

Atoll phase Z phase 
Channel range Average energy Channel range Average energy 

(keV) (keV) 

7–11 4.2 0–13 3.9 
12–15 6 
16–21 8 14–35 10.5 
22–25 10.2 
26–35 12.7 
36–41 16.3 36–41 16.3 
42–49 18.9 42–49 18.9 
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bservations we were able to use exactly the same energy ranges
s in Ribeiro et al. ( 2019 ), in the Z observations the ranges had
o be adapted due to the data structure of the observations. The
imits of the energy ranges used in this paper are given in Table 2 ,
here the equi v alent channel ranges correspond to the Epoch 5 of the

nstrument like in Table 1 . Again these PDS were calculated using
he same shift-and-add procedure described previously to obtain one
ingle PDS per phase and energy range, with a Fourier frequency
ange from 0.0625 to 2048 Hz. 

To calculate the fractional rms amplitude, we fitted the high-
requenc y re gion (frequencies higher than 400 Hz) of the PDS
alculated in each energy band in Table 2 with either one – for
he atoll phase – or two – for the Z phase – Lorentzian functions
lus a constant to account for the Poisson noise. We considered the
ntegral power obtained from the fit of the Lorentzian function as
qui v alent to the total power at the frequency of the kHz QPO, P QPO .
he fractional rms amplitude in per cent units is then given by, 

ms = 100 

√ 

P QPO 

C S + C B 

(
C S + C B 

C S 

)
per cent , (1) 

here C S is the source count rate – equi v alent to the total count rate
inus the background count rate, C B . 
The errors reported for the rms calculations correspond to 1 σ ,

very time the kHz QPOs were detected with at least 3 σ significance.
n those cases in which the power of the QPO was consistent with
ero or not significant enough when calculating the rms, we report
he 95 per cent confidence upper limit, which we calculated by fixing
oth the central frequency and the width of the Lorentzian function
o the values we obtained from the fit on the entire energy range (in
able 3 for the Z phase and Table 4 for the atoll phase). 

 RESULTS  

n this section, we show the results of the Fourier analysis of the
TE J1701 −462 observations during the atoll and Z phases of the
utburst. In Section 3.1 , we show the PDS of the source during both
hases and the results of the fitting procedure to identify the kHz
POs. In Section 3.2 , we show the analysis of the phase lags and

ntrinsic coherence of the signal as a function of Fourier frequency
n the atoll and Z phases. In Section 3.3 , we examine the behaviour
f the phase lags versus QPO frequency for each observation during
he Z phase and for each frequency selection of the atoll phase. In
ection 3.3 , we study the relation between the average time lags of

he lower kHz QPOs during the atoll and Z phase of XTE J1701 −462
nd the luminosity of the source, comparing our results with other
NRAS 513, 2804–2813 (2022) 
toll sources. Finally, in Section 3.5 , we explore the fractional rms
mplitude dependence upon energy in each phase of the outburst. 

.1 QPO identification and properties 

o distinguish between the lower and the upper kHz QPO, we adopted
he kHz QPO identification used in Sanna et al. ( 2010 ). In the Z
hase of XTE J1701 −462, the identification is straightforw ard: tw o
eaks appear in the PDS at high frequencies, one corresponding to
he lower and one to the upper kHz QPO. In contrast, during the
toll phase only one peak is significant enough in each observation,
orresponding to the lower kHz QPO (see fig. 2 in Sanna et al. 2010 ,
here a second higher frequency peak appears after applying the

hift-and-add method to all atoll phase observations combined). 
In the top panels of Figs 1 and 2 , we show the resulting best-fitting

orentzian model to the PDS of two Z observations (91442-01-07-
9 and 92405-01-02-03) and one frequency selection (between 830
nd 840 Hz) of the atoll observ ations, respecti v ely, as e xamples of
he analysis performed o v er all the observations of XTE J1701 −462.
he resulting best-fitting parameters to each Z observation PDS are

isted in Table 3 , while the best-fitting parameters to each frequency
election PDS of the atoll observations are listed in Table 4 . 

.2 Phase lag and coherence 

n Tables 3 and 4 , the best-fitting values of the phase lag, calculated
ollowing the procedure described in Section 2.3 , of both lower and
pper kHz QPOs in the Z and atoll phases, are shown. In the atoll
hase, the average phase lag over all the selections of the lower kHz
PO frequency is 0.08 ± 0.04 radians, which means that the soft
hotons lag the hard ones by approximately 16 μs at this frequency.
n the Z phase, the average phase lag at the frequency of the lower
Hz QPO is 0.05 ± 0.15 radians and at the frequency of the upper
Hz QPO is 0.25 ± 0.16 radians, both consistent with zero. The
est-fitting Lorentzian functions to the real and imaginary parts of
he cross-spectra of two Z observations and one frequency selection
f the atoll observations are shown in the middle panels of Figs 1 and
 . Since the data from each observation in the Z phase and frequency
election in the atoll phase look very similar, we show these three
xamples to illustrate the analysis process. 

In the bottom panel of Fig. 2 is apparent that the coherence is well
onstrained (small error bars) around the central frequency of the
PO in the atoll phase, within a close to symmetric frequency range

round ∼835 Hz. Immediately outside of this frequency range, the
rrors of the coherence increase noticeably in the plot. In the bottom
anels in Fig. 1 , while we also observe smaller errors in coherence at
he central frequency of the kHz QPOs, the frequency range at which
he coherence appears more constrained in the Z phase is narrower
nd less symmetric than it is in the atoll phase. This difference in the
ehaviour of the coherence of the signal, and considering that during
he Z phase the kHz QPOs appear weaker and broader than during
he atoll phase, makes the technique we used here to calculate the
ags (see Section 2.3 ) especially suitable to appropriately compare
he two phases of XTE J1701 −462. 

.3 Phase lags and QPO frequency 

n Fig. 3 , we show the relation between the phase lag of the lower and
pper kHz QPOs of XTE J1701 −462 and the QPO frequency, using
he data in Tables 3 and 4 . The lags of the lower kHz QPO during the
toll phase of XTE J1701 −462 show a marginal dependence on QPO
requency [consistent with the results of Barret ( 2013 ) and de Avellar
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Table 3. Properties of the kHz QPOs detected in the Z phase of XTE J1701 −462. The fractional rms amplitude was calculated o v er the full energy range of 
the instrument, between 2 and 60 keV. The phase lag, between the reference-hard band and the subject-soft band in Table 1 , was calculated as described in 
Section 2.3 , first for each Z observation individually and then in a joint fit of all Z observations to obtain a unique value for the Z phase of the source. Subscript 
letters � and u denote lower and upper kHz QPOs, respectively. 

Z phase L � L u 
ObsID νcentral (Hz) rms (per cent) FWHM (Hz) Phase lag νcentral (Hz) rms (per cent) FWHM (Hz) Phase lag 

91442-01-07-09 641.5 ± 1.8 1.3 ± 0.2 12.2 ± 1.2 0.39 ± 0.34 – – – –
92405-01-01-02 617.8 ± 16.8 2.9 ± 0.7 102.4 ± 57.5 0.11 ± 0.54 – – – –
92405-01-01-04 – – – – 755.3 ± 8.6 3.6 ± 0.4 117.2 ± 31.7 0.37 ± 0.20 
92405-01-02-03 620.2 ± 17.6 3.2 ± 0.6 172.1 ± 69.4 − 0.20 ± 0.65 925.5 ± 5.0 2.1 ± 0.3 43.1 ± 16.2 0.29 ± 0.41 
92405-01-02-05 598.6 ± 7.2 2.0 ± 0.3 67.5 ± 23.4 0.36 ± 0.22 850.2 ± 12.6 2.2 ± 0.4 110.1 ± 45.7 0.01 ± 0.30 
92405-01-03-05 611.2 ± 14.9 3.1 ± 0.7 116.2 ± 54.6 − 0.67 ± 0.75 916.7 ± 8.8 2.9 ± 0.5 75.8 ± 30.9 − 0.12 ± 0.29 
92405-01-40-04 651.8 ± 9.2 3.0 ± 0.5 91.5 ± 31.8 − 0.44 ± 0.29 914.0 ± 8.8 3.2 ± 0.5 103.8 ± 35.5 − 0.36 ± 0.52 
92405-01-40-05 637.6 ± 8.1 3.5 ± 0.5 94.2 ± 28.2 0.24 ± 0.29 914.0 ± 6.6 3.3 ± 0.4 78.2 ± 22.8 0.52 ± 0.24 

Joint fit 0.13 ± 0.14 0.24 ± 0.14 

Table 4. Properties of the kHz QPOs detected in the atoll phase of XTE J1701 −462. The fractional rms amplitude 
was calculated o v er the full energy range of the instrument, between 2 and 60 keV. The phase lag, between the 
reference-hard band and the subject-soft band in Table 1 , was calculated as described in Section 2.3 , first for each 
frequency selection individually and then in a joint fit of all frequency selections to obtain a unique value for the 
atoll phase of the source. Subscript letter � denotes lower kHz QPOs. 

Atoll phase L � 
Frequency selection range (Hz) νcentral (Hz) rms (per cent) FWHM (Hz) Phase lag 

600 −660 621.5 ± 0.6 8.3 ± 0.9 5.5 ± 1.7 − 0.06 ± 0.25 
660 −700 671.6 ± 1.3 9.8 ± 1.1 13.3 ± 3.9 0.02 ± 0.15 
700 −750 725.3 ± 0.4 10.2 ± 0.5 9.2 ± 1.2 0.09 ± 0.10 
750 −800 775.6 ± 0.4 9.8 ± 0.8 5.5 ± 1.2 0.07 ± 0.20 
800 −830 815.1 ± 0.3 9.0 ± 0.5 5.5 ± 0.9 0.12 ± 0.12 
830 −840 835.0 ± 0.2 8.7 ± 0.2 6.3 ± 0.5 0.18 ± 0.06 
840 −850 845.1 ± 0.3 7.6 ± 0.5 5.7 ± 1.0 − 0.06 ± 0.12 
850 −950 900.2 ± 0.5 6.7 ± 0.5 6.8 ± 1.4 − 0.19 ± 0.14 

Joint fit 0.10 ± 0.04 
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t al. ( 2013 )], ho we ver, considering the errors of the measured lags,
heir o v erall trend remains constant with increasing QPO frequenc y.
he lags of the lower and upper kHz QPOs during the Z-phase
bserv ations sho w no clear dependence upon QPO frequency. The 
iamonds in the plot show the average lags we obtained from the joint
t of the cross-spectra of each phase (as described in Section 2.3 ).
he value of the frequency for these average lags corresponds to the
ean frequency of all the data points of each kHz QPO, and is meant

o be used only as a reference. 

.4 Average time lags and luminosity 

n Fig. 4 , we show the dependence of the average time lag of the
ower kHz QPO in the atoll and Z phases of XTE J1701 −462 upon
uminosity, and compare it to the data of the eight atoll sources in
eirano & M ́endez ( 2021 ). The solid lines in the figure represent the
est-fitting exponential model, 〈 �t 〉 � = A e −( L/L Edd ) /α, to only the 
ight atoll sources in Peirano & M ́endez ( 2021 ) (in grey ), with A =
6.5 ± 7.1 μs and α = 0.09 ± 0.03; and to the same eight atoll sources
lus XTE J1701 −462 in both phases (in black ), with A = 36.5 ± 6.2
s and α = 0.09 ± 0.03. From Fig. 4 , it is clear that, as the luminosity

ncreases, the average time lags decrease exponentially for the eight 
toll sources in Peirano & M ́endez ( 2021 ) and XTE J1701 −462 in
he atoll phase. In the Z phase of XTE J1701 −462, the time lags are
ot as well constrained as in the atoll phase, ho we ver, the residuals
how that the lags are consistent with the same trend of the atoll
ources in Peirano & M ́endez ( 2021 ) and the atoll observations of
TE J1701 −462. 
We extracted the luminosity of XTE J1701 −462 during its Z and

toll phases from fig. 5 in Sanna et al. ( 2010 ). To calculate the
uminosity, Sanna et al. ( 2010 ) used a distance of 8.8 kpc, estimated
y Lin et al. ( 2009b ) using the Type-I X-ray bursts that occurred
uring the 2006–2007 outburst of XTE J1701 −462, and the 2–50 keV
ux from the source normalized by L Edd = 2.5 × 10 38 erg s −1 , which
orresponds to the Eddington luminosity of a 1.9 M � neutron star
ccreting gas with cosmic abundance. 

.5 Fractional rms amplitude versus energy 

anna et al. ( 2010 ) studied the dependence of the fractional rms
mplitude of the kHz QPOs upon the QPO frequency of XTE
1701 −462, both in the atoll or Z phases, and showed that the
ractional rms amplitude of the lower kHz QPO is consistently higher
n the atoll than in the Z phase (see fig. 4 in Sanna et al. 2010 ).
imilarly, Sanna et al. ( 2010 ) found that the quality factor of the

ower kHz QPO is significantly higher in the atoll than in the Z
hase. 
In Fig. 5 , we show the fractional rms amplitude of both kHz QPOs

s a function of energy for the atoll and Z phases, for the different
nergy bands defined in Table 2 . In the figure, the error bars represent
he 1 σ uncertainty and the arrows represent the 95 per cent confidence
pper limits. In Fig. 5 , it is apparent that the fractional rms amplitude
MNRAS 513, 2804–2813 (2022) 
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Figure 3. Phase lag of the lower (red squares) and upper (purple triangles) kHz QPO of XTE J1701 −462 Z observations and the lower (blue circles) kHz 
QPOs of XTE J1701 −462 atoll observations as a function of QPO frequency. The error bars of the atoll phase lower kHz QPO lag represent the frequency bins 
ranges from Table 4 . The diamonds show the average lag value of the lower and upper kHz QPOs in the Z phase and the lower kHz QPO in the atoll phase, with 
frequency equal to the mean frequency of each data group. The solid grey line indicates the zero lag. 

Figure 4. Average time lag of the lower kHz QPO as a function of luminosity. 
The grey circles correspond the atoll LMXBs from Peirano & M ́endez ( 2021 ), 
the blue diamond corresponds to XTE J1701 −462 during its atoll phase and 
the red diamond to XTE J1701 −462 during its Z phase. The solid black line 
indicates the best-fitting exponential model to the data. The solid grey line 
indicates the best-fitting exponential model to the atoll sample in Peirano & 

M ́endez ( 2021 ). The value of the luminosity of XTE J1701 −462 during its 
atoll and Z phases was extracted from fig. 5 in Sanna et al. ( 2010 ). Residuals, 
(data-model)/error, are also shown. 

Figure 5. Fractional rms amplitude as a function of energy for the atoll phase 
lower kHz QPO ( blue circles ) and the Z phase lower ( red squares ), and upper 
( purple triangles ) kHz QPOs of XTE J1701 −462. The solid lines indicate 
the best-fitting broken-line model, where the break energy, E break , is marked 
by the vertical grey line. The arrows indicate upper limits. 
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f the lower kHz QPO is consistently higher in the atoll than in the Z
hase for all energies. In the Z-phase observations, the dependence
f the fractional rms amplitude upon energy for the lower and the
pper kHz QPOs has no apparent significant differences. In all cases,
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Table 5. Parameters of the broken-line model fit to the fractional rms 
amplitude as a function of energy at the frequency of the kHz QPOs detected 
in both the atoll and Z phase of XTE J1701 −462, with E break linked and equal 
for all QPOs and m 2 fixed to zero. 

Atoll phase Z phase 
L � L � L u 

m 1 1.48 ± 0.07 0.33 ± 0.04 0.38 ± 0.04 
m 2 Fixed to 0 
E break 9.26 ± 0.76 
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he fractional rms amplitude increases with energy up to a certain 
alue and then remains constant for higher energies. 

To study the shape of the relation between the fractional rms
mplitude and the photon energy, we fitted a broken line model to
he data, given by the following equation: 

ms ( E) = 

{
m 1 E, if E < E break 

m 2 E + ( m 1 − m 2 ) E break , if E ≥ E break , 
(2) 

here E break is the break energy (up until which the rms value
ncreases), and m 1 and m 2 are the slopes of the lines before and
fter the break energy, respectively. 

We first performed a joint fit of the fractional rms amplitude data
f all kHz QPOs (the lower kHz QPO in the atoll phase, and the
ower and upper kHz QPOs in the Z phase) using the model given
y equation ( 2 ) and linking both E break and m 2 for all the data sets.
his fit yielded a reduced chi-squared χ2 

ν = 1 . 037 for 9 degrees of
reedom. Since the resulting best-fitting value of m 2 = 0.27 ± 0.13 
as not significantly different from zero, we performed a new fit

inking only E break and fixing m 2 to zero for all data sets. This new fit
ielded a reduced chi-squared χ2 

ν = 1 . 400 for 10 degrees of freedom.
he F -test between the broken-line model with E break and m 2 linked
nd the broken-line model with only E break linked and m 2 = 0 gives a
robability of 0.06. In other words, there is no statistically significant 
dvantage in considering the slope after the break m 2 different from
ero in the fit. 

The best-fitting parameters of the fit with E break linked and m 2 fixed
o zero are given in Table 5 and the resulting fit is shown in Fig. 5
or both the Z and atoll phases. From this figure, and the values
n Table 5 , we found that the difference between the slope before
he break m 1 of the lower kHz QPO in the atoll and Z phases has a
ignificance of ∼14 σ , which means that the dependence upon energy 
f the fractional rms amplitude of the lower kHz QPO is significantly
ifferent for both phases. Similarly, we contrasted the slope before 
he break for the lower and upper kHz QPOs in the Z phase only,
nding that there is no significant difference between them. 
In the fit of the fractional rms amplitude versus energy, we used

he 1 σ error as the uncertainty of the variable to fit. When the fitted
orentzian in the corresponding energy band PDS yielded a ne gativ e

ntegral power of the QPO in comparison with the Poisson level, 
e fixed the fractional rms amplitude to zero and we considered the
ncertainty to be the 95 per cent confidence upper limit to perform
he fit. In the cases where the integral power of the QPO was positive,
ut not significantly different from zero, we considered the original 
tted value of the integral QPO power and its 1 σ error as valid during

he fit. 
The binning in time we performed when calculating the PDS 

o have a Nyquist frequency of 2048 Hz reduces the variability 
ominantly at high frequencies (see section 4.3 van der Klis 1989 ),
hich can be rele v ant for the frequency ranges at which kHz
POs are observed. Equation (4.7) in van der Klis ( 1989 ) gives
he correction factor for this effect as follows: 

= 

πνT /N 

sin πνT /N 

= 

πν/ 2 νNyq 

sin πν/ 2 νNyq 
, (3) 

here ν is the frequency of the QPO, T is the length of the
bservation, N is the number of power spectra binned together when
alculating the PDS, and νNyq = 1/2 � T is the Nyquist frequency
f the PDS, with � T = T / N , the length of each data segment. The
orrection factor, for νNyq = 2048 Hz, of the lower and upper kHz
PO in the Z observations is ∼1.04 and ∼1.09, respectively, and of

he lower kHz QPO in the atoll observations is ∼1.07. These values
re all within the errors reported in Fig. 5 , therefore not affecting the
esults we present here. 

 DI SCUSSI ON  

e studied the timing properties of the kHz QPOs of the transient
eutron star LMXB XTE J1701 −462 and characterized, for the first
ime, the frequency-dependent QPO lags simultaneously for the atoll 
nd Z phases of the source. We calculated, using a no v el technique,
he average lags at the frequency of the QPO both in the Z and atoll
hases and disco v ered that during the atoll phase the time lags of
he lower kHz QPO are soft, with the soft photons lagging the hard
nes by around 16 μs. During the Z phase, the lags of both the lower
nd upper kHz QPOs are consistent with zero. We also found that
he intrinsic coherence of the signal is more well constrain at the
requency of the lower kHz QPO in the atoll than in the Z phase. 

Additionally, we explored the behaviour of the phase lags at 
ifferent QPO frequencies and observed that while the lags of the
ower kHz QPO in the atoll observations of XTE J1701 −462 have a
light dependence upon QPO frequency, the phase lags of both the
ower and upper kHz QPOs in the Z observations do not. We also
tudied the dependence of the average time lags of the lower kHz
PO upon luminosity during both the Z and atoll phases. We found

hat the average lags follow the same trend with luminosity of other
toll neutron star systems, with the lags decreasing exponentially 
ith increasing luminosity . Finally , we studied the fractional rms

mplitude dependence upon energy of the lower and upper kHz 
POs in each phase of XTE J1701 −462 and disco v ered that, as
bserved in other LMXBs, the fractional rms amplitude of the lower
Hz QPO increases with energy up to approximately 10 keV and
hen remains constant at higher energies. 

.1 Soft lags and the corona 

uring the atoll phase of XTE J1701 −462 we observe more clearly
hat, in the presence of the lower kHz QPO, the photons in the soft
and, between 2.1 and 5.7 keV, lag behind the photons in the hard
and, between 6.1 and 25.7 keV. Inverse Compton scattering with 
eedback on to the soft photon source (see Lee et al. 2001 ; Kumar &

isra 2016 ; Karpouzas et al. 2020 ) can explain these soft lags in a
cenario where it is not the disc, but the corona that is responsible
or the variability we observe. Indeed, the corona dominates the 
-ray emission at high energies, where we observe the variability 

eaching its maximum amplitude (see Fig. 5 , where the fractional
ms amplitude for the lower kHz QPO in the atoll phase of XTE
1701 −462 reaches its maximum at around 10 keV). 

Inverse Compton scattering occurs in the corona when electrons 
ransfer energy to photons coming from the soft energy source in an
MXB (either the disc or the surface of the neutron star), producing
 delay in the emission of hard photons, with higher energies. A
raction of these Comptonized photons return to the disc and are
MNRAS 513, 2804–2813 (2022) 
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2 We use here the luminosity as a proxy for the properties of the corona as 
done in Peirano & M ́endez ( 2021 ). 
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mitted again at lower energies and later times, producing the soft
ags we observe (Lee et al. 2001 ; Karpouzas et al. 2020 ). This model
ot only explains the soft lags we see in the lower kHz QPOs in our
ata, but also can describe the difference in sign of the lags of the
pper kHz QPOs in other sources (see e.g. de Avellar et al. 2013 ;
eille et al. 2015 ) and the behaviour of the lags of other variability
omponents (see e.g. Miyamoto et al. 1988 ; Ford et al. 1999 ). 

.2 Variability in the Z and atoll phases 

e observe multiple differences between the variability properties
f the kHz QPOs in the Z and atoll phases of XTE J1701 −462. More
vident in Fig. 5 is the consistently higher fractional rms amplitude of
he lower kHz QPO in the atoll phase of the source when compared
ith the lower and upper kHz QPOs present in the Z phase. This
iscrepancy in the timing properties of the kHz QPOs in both phases
f XTE J1701 −462 are comparable with observed differences in
he variability of atoll and Z LMXBs. For example, M ́endez ( 2006 )
tudied 12 LMXBs and found that in the Z sources of his sample
he maximum rms amplitude of both kHz QPOs and the maximum
uality factor of the lower kHz QPO are consistently lower than in
he atoll sources. 

In Figs 1 and 2 , we also observe a difference in the intrinsic
oherence of the signal at the frequency of the QPOs, between both
hases. In the figures, it is clear that the frequency range within
hich the uncertainty of the intrinsic coherence is smaller, is not

s well constrained in the Z than in the atoll observations. During
he atoll phase of the source, the intrinsic coherence remains visibly

ore stable when the QPO is present in the PDS. The difference in
he intrinsic coherence of the signal, although consistent with other
MXBs (see e.g. Barret et al. 2011 ), makes using it as a criterion

o measure the average lag over a frequency range, and compare
oth phases consistently, difficult. Here, we used a no v el technique
o calculate the average lags at the frequency of the QPO (see
ection 2.3 ) that allows for a more consistent comparison between

he atoll and Z phases. In this method, we use the Lorentzian function
hat describes the kHz QPOs in the PDS to find the amplitudes of the
eal and imaginary parts of the cross-spectra, without averaging them
 v er a certain arbitrary frequency range defined by the coherence of
he signal (which will, particularly in the case of the Z observations,
ead to inconsistencies in the obtained lags). 

We also studied the behaviour of the phase lags of the lower and
pper kHz QPOs with respect to the QPO frequency, for both the
toll and Z phases. In Fig. 3 , we observe a weak dependence upon
PO frequency of the lags of the lower kHz QPO in the atoll phase.
espite the fact that the trend of these lags is also consistent with a

onstant model, the slight increase and then decrease with frequency
e see in Fig. 3 is consistent within errors with the relations shown
y Barret ( 2013 ) and de Avellar et al. ( 2013 ) for the lags of the
ower kHz QPOs in 4U 1608 −522 and 4U 1636 −53, respectively.
he phase lags of the lower and upper kHz QPOs in the Z phase
o not show a trend with QPO frequency in Fig. 3 , which is also in
greement with previous studies where it has been shown that the
ags of the upper kHz QPO are constant with QPO frequency (see
.g. de Avellar et al. 2013 ; Peille et al. 2015 ). 

The large error of the average lags of the Z observations that we
btained using the technique described in Section 2.3 , together with
he differences in the behaviour of the intrinsic coherence of the signal
n the Z and atoll phases and the lower fractional rms amplitude of
he variability in the Z phase (already observed by Sanna et al. 2010 ),
uggest that the mechanism responsible for the kHz QPOs is affected
NRAS 513, 2804–2813 (2022) 
uring the transition from a Z-like source to an atoll-like source of
TE J1701 −462. 
Differences in the properties of kHz QPOs of atoll and Z sources,

ike the ones we observe before and after the transition of XTE
1701 −462, are believed to be related to the geometry of the accretion
ow and the mass accretion rate of the source (see M ́endez 2006 , for
 more detailed discussion). Sanna et al. ( 2010 ) discarded changes in
he magnetic field, neutron star mass, and inclination of the system
s responsible for the variations we observe in the high-frequency
ariability in our data, as these changes cannot occur within the
ime-scale of the transition of XTE J1701 −462. Furthermore, Sanna
t al. ( 2010 ) studied how the maximum quality factor and rms
mplitude of the lower kHz QPOs in both the Z and atoll phases
f XTE J1701 −462 depended upon the luminosity of the source and
ound that this relation follows the trend found by M ́endez ( 2006 )
or a sample of 12 atoll and Z LMXBs. These results characterize
TE J1701 −462 as a unique case to study, as the behaviour of

ts v ariability follo ws the relations observed in other sources, while
any of the fundamental properties of the source remain constant. 

.3 Lags and the atoll- and Z-phase luminosity 

eirano & M ́endez ( 2021 ) studied the relation between the slope
f the time-lag spectrum, m , and the luminosity of the source for
ight atoll LMXBs and found that m decreases exponentially with
ncreasing luminosity. These authors found a similar relation between
he average time lags and the luminosity of the source. Considering
hese results, it is interesting to check whether the relation of the
verage time lags and luminosity holds for the Z and atoll phases of
TE J1701 −462. 
In Fig. 4 , we combine the data from Peirano & M ́endez ( 2021 )

ith the data of XTE J1701 −462, using the luminosities for the Z
nd atoll phases of XTE J1701 −462 given by Sanna et al. ( 2010 ).
n the top panel of the figure, it is apparent that XTE J1701 −462,
uring its atoll phase, follows the trend of the other atoll sources
ery closely. Indeed, the black solid line, that represents the best-
tting exponential model to all data points, lies almost exactly over

he grey solid line that represents the best-fitting exponential model
o only the atoll sources in Peirano & M ́endez ( 2021 ). During the
 phase, the average lags have a large uncertainty; ho we ver, in the
ottom panel of Fig. 4 it is apparent that during the Z phase of XTE
1701 −462 the relation between the average lags of the lower kHz
PO and luminosity also holds. 
Peirano & M ́endez ( 2021 ) suggested that the similar relations be-

ween the slope of the time-lag spectrum and the total rms amplitude
ith the luminosity of the source (both decrease exponentially with

ncreasing luminosity) imply that there is one single property of the
ystem in these LMXBs that drives the behaviour of the variability.
ince we observe a similar dependence upon luminosity of the
verage lags in both Z and atoll phases of XTE J1701 −462, we
an conclude that a similar effect is taking place in this source while
t transitioned from one phase to the other. This relation suggests that
t is the corona that is responsible for the changes we observe in the
ariability, as its contribution in the energy spectrum changes with
uminosity. 2 This scenario fits with the inverse Compton scattering
odel with feedback on to the soft photon source (see Lee et al.

001 ; Kumar & Misra 2016 ; Karpouzas et al. 2020 ) we described in
ection 4.1 , as in this model is also the corona the one that drives the
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roperties of the variability. Our results confirm what was suggested 
n Peirano & M ́endez ( 2021 ), where they described the mechanism
hat modulates the kHz QPOs as a coupled mode of oscillation 
etween the corona and the disc. In this ‘coupled oscillation mode’, 
hanges in the luminosity – if used as a proxy of the properties of
he corona – when XTE J1701 −462 transitions from the Z to the
toll-like behaviour, the fractional rms amplitude and the lags of the 
Hz QPOs should decrease, exactly as we observe in our data. 
Studies of the behaviour of time and phase lags with luminosity 

or Z neutron star LMXBs, that are located in the high-luminosity 
nd of Fig. 4 , could help elucidate the real nature of the mechanism
esponsible for the high-frequency variability we observe. To date 
o systematic study of the timing properties of Z sources has been
erformed, but the results shown in this paper suggest that the 
verage lags of the lower kHz QPO should decrease exponentially 
s the luminosity increases. A more in-depth analysis of the results
resented in this paper, through the glass of the model described 
n Karpouzas et al. ( 2020 ) and Garc ́ıa et al. ( 2021 ) could also help
nderstand the changes in the geometry of the accretion flow that 
an be driving the changes in the properties of the variability when
TE J1701 −462 is transitioning from the Z to the atoll phase. 
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